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than plays with broader critical and methodological claims about the role of early modern martial drama in processing the consequences of sixteenth-century warfare. That role, according to Cahill, was to stage ways of knowing and feeling-in her view, hallmarks of the modern-generated by the Elizabethan experience of battle.
This argument depends upon Cahill' s deft examination-influenced by recent work in the history of science, performance studies, and trauma theory-of an archive of primary printed sources dealing with the theory and practice of early modern warfare. Citing accounts of battles, instructional guides, muster books, and medical texts, Cahill discusses the emergence of military studies as a science or discipline, one based on principles of rational calculation and abstraction easily incorporated into the language and staging of the drama. Her analysis takes its cue from works like Mary Poovey' s History of the Modern Fact (1998) and aligns her study with other recent monographs, like Henry S. Turner' s The English Renaissance Stage: Geometry, Poetics, and the Practical Spatial Arts 1580 -1630 (2006 and Jessica Wolfe' s Humanism, Machinery, and Renaissance Literature (2004) , whose historicizing impulses are trained not on topical allusion or political environment but on period modes of perception and comprehension. What sets Cahill' s work apart is its psychoanalytically inflected attention to the traumatic recoil from the rational, depersonalizing effects of a martialist epistemology. With care and tact, she shows the drama' s presentation of warfare "as a double-edged phenomenon" (4), whose violence can overwhelm or obliterate its strategies of organization and control. The chapters thus move back and forth between "Elizabethan performances of martial rationality" and "scenes of horrific injury and systematic killing" (3), exploring "how specific plays are implicated in the era' s new discourses of measurement-discourses having to do with organizing bodies in a spatial grid, comparing bodies on a horizontal axis, and reproducing bodies as a socially engineered population-and . . . how such plays represent, through narratives of trauma, a sense of the incommensurability of bodies and spaces" (18).
The first chapter, on Marlowe' s two Tamburlaine plays, is perhaps the most exciting, due to its discussion of the reliance of martial treatises on new mathematical practices and to its challenge to conventional readings of the play' s notoriously individuated overreacher. Rather than seeing Tamburlaine as the epitome of selffashioned individualism, Cahill describes the protagonist in relation to the "emergence of a new subject position-namely, the man whose authority derives from his expertise as a militarist" who is also "implicated in, and constituted by, an abstract, geometrically and arithmetically manipulable, social body" (27). Starting with a brief consideration of Jonson' s Every Man in His Humor and its "fantasy of serial killing" (31), Cahill turns to Tamburlaine' s "language of 'infinite' or uncountable numbers" (56) to explore the way the play reduces personhood to number and the specialized rites of chivalry to the regularized performance of warring multitudes, ultimately depicting Tamburlaine as the man who is "no longer knowable apart from abstraction, the man who is no different from an indeterminate number of others" (68). At stake here is the traditional view of the protagonist as distinctly "other," a creature defined by his Scythian ancestry and outsider status; Cahill repudiates this notion, suggesting that "the play relentlessly foregrounds the language of technical expertise in its representation of war, thereby representing mass slaughter not as barbarity but rather as a complex ensemble of routinized tasks" (51).
The following chapters on 2 Henry IV and Edward III continue Cahill' s focus on discourses of rationalized measurement. In chapter 2, Cahill examines the strategies of classification and standardization for selecting and training men for war, weighing these strategies and their anticipation of modern "normativity" against the stage' s portrayal of a "profound cultural ambivalence toward this new way of knowing the world" (73). Concentrating on the Act 2 mustering scene of 2 Henry IV, Cahill offers a bracing critique of the widely accepted reading of Shakespeare' s history plays as an account of the decline of a chivalric order: "Rather than read the plays as merely preoccupied with the chivalric and its absence," she writes, "I would call attention to what they produce even as they are staging the loss or transmutation of chivalry" (81). What they produce is a rhetoric counter to the normalizing effects of impressment, one heard in Falstaff ' s language of "disordered extravagance," which stands "opposed to the emergent norm of husbandry and rational expenditure" and which Cahill reads against Hal' s depiction of "extraordinarily industrious laborers attuned to production quotas" (93-94). Cahill then turns to the early 1590s play Edward III to discuss the role of the reproductive woman in a world at war. Equating English combat in Scotland and France in the fourteenth century with late sixteenth-century fighting in Ireland, Cahill discusses the discourses of degeneration so integral to early modern commentaries on Ireland, and she reads the play' s Countess of Salisbury as an embodiment of the "Irish sexual menace" (117) who threatens English racial purity. In a quick double take, however, she discloses the logic by which the play recasts the Countess as an image of sexual purity and a defender of marriage who spurs Edward' s victorious violence in Calais and who "stands in for a biopolitical ' cure' for racial degeneration, a means of preserving 'pure' Englishness outside of England" (120). Cahill' s command of historical detail, which involves a delicate stitching together of accounts of fourteenth-and sixteenth-century military enterprises on the Continent and in Ireland, makes the reading deeply rewarding.
The final three chapters, influenced by Cathy Caruth and Dominick LaCapra, shift attention to the traumatic repercussions of early modern militarism and the theater' s special role in providing "a public space for the collective reenacting of the incomprehensible and, with that, the possibility of a cultural 'working through' of what might otherwise resist psychic assimilation" (139). Chapter 4 takes up the little-known drama The Trial of Chivalry and what Cahill calls its "wound narratives" (140), scenes that both evoke and deny the danger of warfare. These scenes, which involve noblemen and commoners, reach their climax in the story of Bellamira, modeled on Sidney' s Parthenia, whose facial disfigurement by a rejected lover makes her "legible as a war casualty" (158). Bellamira becomes a scapegoat for the devastating effects of war: "through her, the play would seem to try to contain the uncontainable danger of warfare by displacing it so visibly-literally on the woman' s face" (161). But the point of trauma is that it cannot be contained, and Cahill takes the play' s conclusion as a sign that The Trial of Chivalry "remains fixated at the site
